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I. THE FACTS OF THIS IN-CUSTODY DEATH 

A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report outlines the investigation of the heart attack and death of Daniel Christian 
Taylor, an inmate in the Duval County Pretrial Detention Facility (“PTDF”).  

Taylor was arrested in the early morning hours of August 13, 2021. He pled no contest in 
first appearance court that same day and was sentenced to “time served,” or the hours he had 
been in custody since his arrest. Following his plea, Taylor returned to the PTDF to be processed 
for release. PTDF protocols mandated a medical evaluation as part of the release process.  Around 
5:38 pm, corrections officers instructed Taylor to go a temporary cell, but Taylor refused. A 
struggle ensued between Taylor and an officer which quickly escalated. Additional corrections 
officers came to assist.  Taylor resisted and fought the officers.  Indeed, he fought multiple officers 
for over 30 minutes and repeatedly banged his head on the ground, cutting his forehead. The 
officers were unable to restrain Taylor. One officer described Taylor’s strength as “superhuman.”1 
Unbeknownst to the correctional staff, Taylor had a cocktail of drugs in his system, likely giving 
rise to his stamina and surge in strength.  The corrections staff attempted to control Taylor using 
only their hands. They used no weapons or pepper spray, and there was no inappropriate or 
excessive force used against Taylor.  

Taylor needed medical care for the self-inflicted cut on his forehead, so the PTDF called 
Jacksonville Fire and Rescue (“JFRD”) to transport Taylor to the hospital. Because Taylor 
continued to be combative, JFRD made the decision to medically sedate Taylor to safely transport 
him to the hospital. JFRD injected Taylor with ketamine. Upon injection, Taylor stopped resisting. 
Shortly thereafter, Taylor lost consciousness and went into cardiac arrest.  While at the hospital, 
Taylor was absentee booked for multiple felonies including Resisting with Violence and Battery 
on a Law Enforcement Officer. Taylor died a week later.  

Toxicology revealed that Taylor had various drugs in his system, including amphetamine, 
methamphetamine, and cannabis. The toxicological evidence indicates that Taylor ingested these 
drugs in recent time to the time he fought the officers (Taylor had been at the PTDF for over 12 
hours and did not display this type of behavior earlier in the day, it is believed he must have 
ingested the drugs while at the PTDF).2   

Two forensic pathologists, Drs. Buchsbaum and Nelson, reviewed this case, including the 
autopsy results, the toxicological results, Taylor’s hospital records, and the relevant PTDF 

 
1 Much of the incident was captured on PTDF surveillance video, but there is no audio. Though the extent of Taylor’s 
resistance is difficult to discern on the video recording, one of the officers appears to be struggling to even stand upright 
on his own after struggling with Taylor for 10 minutes. PTDF video, 10:40 
2 It is unknown where or from whom Taylor got the drugs. JSO initiated an investigation into the source. 
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surveillance videos. Both pathologists were clear that Taylor did not suffer any injury from the 
struggle with correctional staff that contributed to his death. And both pathologists concluded 
that the ketamine injection was not a contributing factor in Taylor’s death.   

Despite not attributing any injury or the ketamine dose as a cause for Taylor’s cardiac 
arrest, one pathologist (Dr. Buchsbaum) ruled Taylor’s death a homicide.  The second pathologist 
(Dr. Nelson), on the other hand, ruled Taylor’s death accidental, concluding that Taylor’s death 
was the result of physical exertion, and the illegal drugs he had ingested.   

Simply stated, Dr. Buchsbaum opined that the fight – not any injuries sustained from it – 
was a contributing cause to Taylor’s cardiac arrest.  Dr. Nelson disagreed.  In light of these 
conflicting medical opinions, and the facts that 1) there was no inappropriate use of force by any 
of the correctional staff and 2) the ketamine was not a contributory cause of death, we will take 
no further action in this matter. 

B. ADDITIONAL FACTS 

Daniel Christian Taylor was arrested in the early morning hours of August 13, 2021, for 
trespassing at the Omni Hotel, in Downtown Jacksonville. Taylor had a history of trespassing,3 
and this was the second time officers responded to the Omni that night due to complaints about 
Taylor. He was arrested without incident. After being booked at the PTDF, Taylor refused all 
medical screening procedures and a mental health evaluation. 

Taylor appeared in court in the afternoon, pled no contest, and was sentenced to time 
served. Prior to his release and according to PTDF protocols, officers instructed Taylor to go to a 
temporary cell on the second floor. Taylor refused.  

At 5:38 pm, Taylor and Corrections Officer  exchanged words. Officer  
shoved paperwork into Taylor’s chest.4 Taylor eventually went up the stairs to the second floor. 
Officer  raced up the stairs, and a physical struggle ensued between Officer  and Taylor 
on the second-floor landing. Corrections Officer  went upstairs to assist Officer . 
Taylor physically resisted both officers. 

 
3 On August 11, 2021, officers were called to the Jacksonville Regional Transportation Center as Taylor was threatening 
security guards and would not leave the property. On August 8, 2021, officers were called to the Hilton Garden Inn, 
1201 King Ave., regarding Taylor trespassing. On June 16, 2021, officers were called to the Omni Hotel. The hotel 
complained that over the past few days, Taylor was on the property and had slept on the second-floor multiple times 
over the prior days. Each time, the responding officer advised Taylor he was trespassing, and if he returned, he would 
be arrested. Taylor said he understood the officers’ warnings. 
4 There is no attendant audio to the surveillance video and thus, we do not have independent evidence of the words 
exchanged between Taylor and . 
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A call went out over the radio, and per PTDF protocol,5 over 20 officers responded to the 
second-floor landing. Although 20 officers responded, approximately 6-8 were involved in the 
struggle with Taylor. For the safety and security of the officers and other inmates, the cellblock 
went into lockdown, and inmates were ordered to their cells. 

Taylor was screaming and yelling and fought multiple officers. Officers attempted to gain 
control of Taylor but were unable to do so. Taylor continued to resist, fighting multiple officers 
and bashed his head on the floor, cutting his forehead.6 Taylor bit an officer who went to the 
hospital for his injuries.7 It took multiple attempts for the officers to restrain Taylor. 

Finally, at 5:46 pm, officers were able to use a 4-point restraint and carry Taylor to the first 
floor.  They also put a spit mask on his face.  Even restrained, Taylor continued to resist and fight 
and bash his head against the floor. PTDF medical staff was called but could not get close to 
Taylor to evaluate him because he continued to thrash about. Believing Taylor needed to go to 
the hospital for stitches to his forehead, correctional staff called JFRD to transport Taylor to the 
hospital. 

JFRD arrived at approximately 5:56 pm.  Taylor was in 4-point restraint, lying face down. 
JFRD Lt. Curran told the JSO officers to “back off” to see if Taylor would calm down. But Taylor 
remained combative and continued to resist.  

Lt. Curran and JFRD Engineer/Rescue Officer Griggs made the decision to sedate Taylor 
in order to safely transport him to the hospital.  At 6:08 pm, Taylor was injected with ketamine, 
per JFRD protocols,8 and according to Lt. Curran “settled down.” Ketamine is an injectable, short-
acting anesthetic for use in humans and animals. It can induce a state of sedation (feeling calm 
and relaxed), immobility, relief from pain, and amnesia (no memory of events while under the 
influence of the drug). Drug Fact Sheet: Ketamine (dea.gov). 

Taylor was transported to the hospital; while in the ambulance, he went into cardiac 
arrest. CPR was initiated. On August 20, 2021, he was pronounced dead.   

Multiple witnesses—inmate, law enforcement, and JFRD—said Taylor appeared to be on 
drugs. Sead Ahmetovic, an inmate in cell 18, stated “I don’t know if he was on meth or something. 
I think he was high when he came in.” Corrections Officer Bloodworth described Taylor as 

 
5 When there is active resistance to officers, JSO sends all available staff to the cell block to secure the other inmates 
and assist to avoid a potential riot situation. 
6 Corrections Officer Harris said Taylor resisted the efforts of “10 plus officers” trying to restrain him. 
7 Taylor bit Corrections Officer  during the struggle; Officer  was transported to Baptist Hospital for his injuries. 
8 Before loading the syringe with ketamine, JFRD Engineer Griggs reviewed the JFRD protocol for dealing with 
combative patients and administering ketamine. Based on Taylor’s behavior, Engineer Griggs gave him the maximum 
dosage of 400 mg. The JFRD’s dosage is 4mg per kg of the patient with a maximum dosage of 400 mg. Ketamine comes 
in vials of 500 mg. Engineer Griggs put the full 500 mg into the syringe but only gave Taylor 400 mg. The syringe was 
then put in a “sharps” bag in their medical kit. The syringe was later reviewed and contained 100 mg of ketamine. 
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“bugging out,” with enhanced strength. Corrections Officer Harris said Taylor was “thrashing 
around,” “profusely sweating,” screaming unintelligible remarks, and was able to resist the 
efforts of “10 plus officers” trying to restrain him. JFRD Engineer Griggs described Taylor’s 
behavior as “being on something.” JFRD Engineer Arianna Lopez thought Taylor seemed “high 
as a kite.” Corrections Officer Pike said Taylor was exhibiting “superhuman strength” and was 
believed he was under the influence of “something.” 

At 5’5”, 139 pounds, Taylor fought 10 plus officers and remained combative for over 30 
minutes. JFRD Engineer Griggs said, “in my 8 years, I had never seen someone resisting like that 
for so long.” Taylor was the “most combative patient in my career.” 

All witnesses said officers held Taylor with their hands.9 No officers deployed their tasers 
or used pepper spray during the struggle with Taylor. 

An autopsy was conducted. Dr. Buchsbaum, Associate Medical Examiner, District IV 
Medical Examiner's Office, determined the cause of death to be “Anoxic Encephalopathy Due to 
Cardiac Dysrhythmia Following Violent Physical Altercation,”10 or in other words, a heart attack. 
Dr. Buchsbaum found that ketamine was not a factor in Taylor’s death and did not find that any 
physical injury from the struggle with guards contributed to his death. CT scans did not show 
injury to his brain or spinal column. Toxicology revealed that Taylor had amphetamine, 
methamphetamine, and cannabis in his system. Dr. Buchsbaum determined the manner of death 
a homicide. 

Because Dr. Buchsbaum’s conclusion that Taylor’s death was a homicide was  inconsistent 
with the District IV Medical Examiner’s conclusions in other similarly situated in-custody deaths, 
JSO sought a second opinion from District Medical Examiner Stephen Nelson for the 10th Judicial 
Circuit, and the Chairman of the State Medical Examiner’s Commission.11 After reviewing the 
entire file, including autopsy results, the toxicological results, Taylor’s hospital records, the 
relevant PTDF surveillance videos, and Dr. Buchsbaum’s opinion, Dr. Nelson noted that Dr. 
Buchsbaum failed to give any value to the drugs in Taylor’s system. Dr. Nelson found Taylor’s 
death was an accident and not a homicide.  

 
9 Nurse Adrieene Robinson said officers were holding him with their hands on his head, back, and legs. Nurse Michael 
Pederi said officers were holding Taylor’s arms and legs with their hands and were holding his head in their hands to 
try to prevent him from beating it against the ground. 
10 Anoxic encephalopathy, or hypoxic-ischemic brain injury, is a process that begins with the cessation of cerebral blood 
flow to brain tissue, which most commonly results from poisoning (for example, carbon monoxide or drug overdose), 
vascular injury or insult, or cardiac arrest. Anoxic Encephalopathy - PubMed (nih.gov) 
11 Nelson has been the Chief Medical Examiner for the 10th Judicial Circuit for over 26 years. He was appointed to his 
first term by Gov. Lawton Chiles and has been reappointed by every subsequent governor. The state’s Medical 
Examiners Commission, for which he serves as Chair, is the oversight board for Medical Examiner’s offices across the 
state of Florida. 
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II. EVIDENCE REVIEWED 

The evidence in this case included the following and has been reviewed in the course of 
our independent investigation: 

• On-view observations of the scene; 

• Scene photographs; 

• Investigatory reports; 

• Rescue reports; 

• Security Video from the Pretrial Detention Facility; 

• Medical Examiner’s Report; 

• Letter from Dr. Stephen Nelson. 

III. KEY WITNESSES 

A. DECEASED’S BACKGROUND and HISTORY 

Daniel C. Taylor was a 33-year-old male.12 Taylor had been arrested more than 15 times 
in Florida and in Texas. In 2017, he was convicted of Attempted Robbery and Possession of 
Cocaine. In 2009, he was convicted of four counts of Uttering a Forged Check. He had 11 
misdemeanor convictions in Texas, and arrests in Jacksonville dating back to 2006. In the months 
leading to his arrest on August 13, 2021, police had responded to multiple calls of Taylor 
trespassing at various hotels and businesses in and around downtown Jacksonville. 

Taylor was Baker Acted on February 12, 2021, for “drug-induced psychosis.” A drug 
screen found both amphetamine and cannabinoids. On May 3, 2021, JSO brought Taylor to the 
hospital for bizarre behavior although he was not Baker Acted. 

B. WITNESS STATEMENTS 

All witness interviews were consistent with the other reliable evidence in the case and the 
facts set forth in Section I of this report. 

1. Inmates  

Sead Ahmetovic, Inmate 

Sead Ahmetovic, an inmate in cell 18, stated that Officer  told Taylor to get out of his 
face and shoved paperwork in Taylor’s face. Taylor then went to the second floor, and Officer 

 followed him, and a struggle ensued. Officer  put Taylor in a chokehold. He fought 

 
12 This was Taylor’s height and weight in the ME’s report. Other arrest records list his height and weight as 5’6”, 145 
pounds and 5’8”, 165 pounds. 
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with officers and then was taken downstairs. Ahmetovic believed Taylor was purple. Ahmetovic 
said “I don’t know if he was on meth or something. I think he was high when he came in.” 
Ahmetovic said Taylor did not “look like he was tweaking” when he was originally brought in 
from booking. He also said it was “real easy” to get meth in the jail.13 

Aaron White, Inmate  

Aaron White, an inmate in cell 18, stated Taylor told officers something to the effect of “I 
don’t want to go in there because the judge released me, and I’m supposed to go home.” He said 
Taylor seemed agitated. He did not see the incident from his cell but heard it. He saw officers 
running towards Taylor and heard Taylor say ouch and stop it and continued to yell. After the 
incident, he heard Officer say, “I hit him so hard I broke my hand.” And Officer  
turned to Taylor and said, “Do I seem like a bitch now?” 

2. Duval County Jail staff 

Nurse Michael Pederi 

Nurse Michael Pederi worked at the PTDF; when he arrived on scene, he saw Taylor on 
the first floor, beating his head against the ground. The officers were holding his arms and legs 
with their hands and were holding his head in their hands to try to prevent him from beating it 
against the ground. Pederi was not able to get near Taylor because he continued to fight.  

Nurse Adrieene Robinson 

Nurse Adrieene Robinson worked at the PTDF; when she arrived on the first floor, she 
noticed an injury to Taylor’s face. Taylor was on his stomach and officers were holding him with 
their hands on his head, back, and legs. Taylor continued to fight even while officers were holding 
him down. When JFRD arrived, Taylor was placed on a stretcher but continued to fight. 

Corrections Officer Bloodworth, JSO 

Corrections Officer Bloodworth described Taylor as “bugging out;” veins were “popping 
out” of his head and said he had enhanced strength. 

Corrections Officer Harris, JSO 

Corrections Officer Harris said Taylor was “thrashing around,” “profusely sweating,” 
screaming unintelligible remarks, and was able to resist the efforts of “10 plus officers” trying to 
restrain him. 

Corrections Officer Pike, JSO 

Corrections Officer Pike said Taylor was exhibiting “superhuman strength” and was 

 
13 It is unknown where or from whom Taylor got the drugs. JSO initiated an investigation into the source without 
success. 
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yelling and “not making any sense” which led him to believe that Taylor was under the influence 
of “something.” 

Corrections Officer  JSO 

Corrections Officer  said Officer arm was pinned under Taylor’s body. Officer 
attempted to free Officer  arm and in doing so, Taylor bit him on his right hand. He 

went to the hospital for treatment.  

3. JFRD 

Lt. M. Curran, JFRD 

When JFRD Lt. Curran arrived, Taylor was “fighting and kicking and banging his head.” 
Taylor was being held down by his arms, legs, shoulders, and knees.  Lt. Curran told the JSO 
officers to “back off” to see if Taylor would calm down. Taylor did not. He remained combative.  

Lt. Curran and Engineer Griggs decided to sedate Taylor to safely transport him. Taylor 
was injected with ketamine which caused him to “settle down.” Once in the ambulance, Taylor 
went into cardiac arrest; CPR was initiated. 

 When asked about the amount of ketamine administered, Lt. Curran stated the amount 
was “determined by (JFRD) protocol” for a combative patient.  

Engineer M. Griggs, JFRD 

When JFRD Engineer Griggs arrived on the floor, he “noticed chaos;” Taylor was being 
restrained by 10 officers but was still fighting them. It was determined that Taylor would need to 
be sedated with ketamine to transport him to the hospital. Engineer Griggs described Taylor’s 
behavior as “being on something.” 

Engineer Griggs went downstairs to get the ketamine from the JFRD rescue unit. Before 
loading the syringe, Engineer Griggs reviewed the JFRD protocol for dealing with combative 
patients and administering ketamine. Based on Taylor’s behavior, Engineer Griggs gave him the 
maximum dosage of 400 mg. The JFRD’s dosage is 4mg per kg of the patient with a maximum 
dosage of 400 mg. Ketamine comes in vials of 500 mg. Engineer Griggs put the full 500 mg into 
the syringe but only gave Taylor 400 mg. The syringe was then put in a “sharps” bag in their 
medical kit. The syringe was later reviewed and contained 100 mg of ketamine. 

Engineer Griggs said, “in my eight years, I had never seen someone resisting like that for 
so long,” adding that Taylor was the “most combative patient in my career.” 

Engineer Arianna Lopez, JFRD 

Engineer Arianna Lopez responded to the scene with JFRD. She said officers were “just 
holding him down” and “not choking” Taylor. “Every time the officers eased up, he started 
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fighting again.” She thought Taylor seemed “high as a kite.” 

Firefighter Patrick Walden, JFRD 

Firefighter Patrick Walden saw Taylor “struggling” and “screaming” with approximately 
12 officers holding him down. Walden tried to tell Taylor to calm down. Taylor calmed down 
long enough to be put on the stretcher but then he fought again. After the ketamine was given, 
Taylor calmed down. When they got to the rescue unit, Taylor went into cardiac arrest, and CPR 
was initiated. 

IV. MEDICAL EXAMINERS 

A. Ketamine  

Ketamine is an injectable, short-acting anesthetic for use in humans and animals. It can 
induce a state of sedation (feeling calm and relaxed), immobility, relief from pain, and amnesia 
(no memory of events while under the influence of the drug). Drug Fact Sheet: Ketamine 
(dea.gov). JFRD policy allows for the use of ketamine in dealing with a combative patient. 

Before loading the syringe with ketamine, JFRD Engineer Griggs reviewed the JFRD 
protocol for dealing with combative patients and administering ketamine. The JFRD’s dosage is 
4mg per kg of the patient with a maximum dosage of 400 mg. Ketamine comes in vials of 500 mg. 
Based on Taylor’s behavior, Engineer Griggs gave him the maximum dosage of 400 mg.  Engineer 
Griggs put the full 500 mg into the syringe but only gave Taylor 400 mg. The syringe was then 
put in a “sharps” bag in their medical kit. The syringe was later reviewed and contained 100 mg 
of ketamine. 

Neither Dr. Buchsbaum nor Dr. Nelson found that the ketamine was a factor in Taylor’s 
death. “Dr. Buchsbaum is correct that the 400 mg intramuscular injection of ketamine… 
administered to Mr. Taylor by JFRD personnel was precisely because of his sudden erratic, non-
compliant, behavior. Ketamine played no role in Mr. Taylor’s death.” Dr. Nelson Letter, pg. 7.  

B. Conflicting Expert Reports Regarding Manner of Death 

Both Dr. Buchsbaum and Dr. Nelson agree the cause of death was “Anoxic 
Encephalopathy Due to Cardiac Dysrhythmia Following Violent Physical Altercation”—or a 
heart attack. Both found ketamine was not a factor in Taylor’s death. Both found that most of the 
abrasions and contusions on Taylor were superficial and did not cause his death. And they both 
recognized that Taylor had amphetamine, methamphetamine, and cannabis in his system. 

Where they disagree is the manner of death. Dr. Buchsbaum ruled Taylor’s death a 
homicide.  Conversely, Dr. Nelson ruled it accidental. “I concur—in part—with the cause of 
death, but I disagree with the manner of death.” Nelson Letter, pg.4.  
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Dr. Nelson stated that Dr. Buchsbaum failed to assign any value to the amphetamine and 
methamphetamine in Taylor’s cause of death. “Had Mr. Taylor simply been found dead 
somewhere with the same toxicology findings, I’m certain amphetamine and/or 
methamphetamine would have been listed as having played a role in the cause of death.” Nelson 
Letter, pg. 6. 

“Because Mr. Taylor has insufficient traumatic injuries to explain his death, I would not 
certify his death is a homicide. Because, in my opinion, amphetamine and methamphetamine 
played a role in his death, his death is an accident.” Nelson Letter, pg. 7. 

Dr. Nelson also noted that Taylor’s behavior was sudden and came on after more than 12 
hours in jail, he opined that Taylor obtained the drugs while in the jail. Taylor did not exhibit this 
erratic behavior during his afternoon court appearance or when he entered the jail. “I don’t 
believe that Mr. Taylor had ingested amphetamine/methamphetamine prior to his arrest and that 
amphetamine/methamphetamine failed to manifest itself until almost 12 hours after his arrest…. 
It is more likely that Mr. Taylor obtained amphetamine/methamphetamine while incarcerated.” 
Nelson Letter, pg. 7. 

Dr. Nelson also detailed four other JSO in custody deaths where the deceased had drugs 
in their system. In those cases, the District IV Medical Examiner ruled the deaths accidents and 
not homicides. 

The doctors agree on two key points: First, both doctors agreed the correctional staff did 
not use deadly force during Taylor’s lengthy, considerable struggle against them. And second, 
both doctors agreed the sedative Taylor was administered to calm his combativeness did not 
contribute to his fatal heart attack. 

V. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

The actions taken by the corrections officers complied with the rules, regulations, and 
protocols, and were necessary to maintain order and safety in the jail. Both doctors agree deadly 
force was not used. “Fourth Amendment jurisprudence has long recognized that the right to 
make an arrest or investigatory stop necessarily carries with it the right to use some degree of 
physical coercion or threat thereof to effect it.” Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396, 
(1989) (citing Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 22–27 (1968)). 

The correctional officers’ actions were reasonable in light of the situation they faced—a 
“hostile, belligerent, and uncooperative” individual who was on drugs. See Draper v. Reynolds, 
369 F.3d 1270, 1278 (11th Cir. 2004) (Officer did not use excessive force when he tased an 
unrestrained suspect who was “hostile, belligerent, and uncooperative” and refused to comply 
with the officer's verbal commands); Mann v. Taser Int'l, Inc., 588 F.3d 1291, 1306 (11th Cir. 
2009) (Tasing a woman three times, which led to her eventual death, did not amount to excessive 
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force where the plaintiff actively resisted the deputies' efforts at a lawful arrest. Such “violent” 
and “aggressive” behavior demonstrated that the suspect was a threat to the officers and herself.).  

Even if Dr. Buchsbaum’s opinion is correct, and the manner of death was a homicide, the 
actions of law enforcement were reasonable and constituted legal, nondeadly force.  
Alternatively, if the illegal drugs in his system played a role in Taylor’s death as Dr. Nelson’s 
found, then his death was an accident. 

Since the use of force by law enforcement was appropriate and lawful under the 
circumstances, and there are conflicting expert medical opinions as to the manner of death, we 
will take no further action in this matter.    

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our role is to evaluate, review, and pursue criminal charges when law enforcement use 
of force is not justified.  We have conducted a thorough review of the evidence in this matter.  
Based on this, and our review of applicable Florida law, we will take no further action in this 
matter.   
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